Before the breach: Interactions between colloidal particles and liquid interfaces at nanoscale separations.
Particles bound to fluid-fluid interfaces are widely used to study self-assembly and to make materials such as Pickering emulsions. In both contexts, the lateral interactions between such particles have been studied extensively. However, much less is known about the normal interactions between a particle and the interface prior to contact. We use digital holographic microscopy to measure the dynamics of individual micrometer-size colloidal particles as they approach an interface between an aqueous phase and oil. Our measurements show that the interaction between the particle and interface changes nonmonotonically as a function of salt concentration, from repulsive at 1 mM to attractive at tens of mM to negligible at 100 mM and attractive again above 200 mM. In the attractive regimes, the particles can bind to the interface at nanometer-scale separation without breaching it. Classical Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek theory does not explain these observations. However, a theory that accounts for nonlinear screening and correlations between the ions does predict the nonmonotonic dependence on salt concentration and produces trajectories that agree with experimental data. We further show that the normal interactions determine the lateral interactions between particles that are bound to the interface. Because the interactions we observe occur at salt concentrations used to make Pickering emulsions and other particle-laden interfaces, our results suggest that particle arrangements at the interface are likely out of equilibrium on experimental timescales.